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I. Abstract

This thesis is an exploration of the development of anatomy and physiology and its 

application in art history. Medical imagery and understanding of the human form hold a 

significant place in art across history, as knowledge of the skeleton and musculature via masters 

like Leonardo da Vinci, and artists such as Giotto incorporating the teachings of physicians into 

their works demonstrate how knowledge of the subject led to groundbreaking advancements in 

technique and realism. I study and articulate the human form across various eras in art, beginning

with the Hellenistic turning point from archaic to classical on through the High Renaissance and 

finishing with the Baroque. The purpose of the thesis is to demonstrate a critical and often 

overlooked bridge between the humanities and the sciences. In many ways, the two depend on 

one another, as the human form in paintings falls short and abstract without knowledge of the 

human anatomy and physiology, and medicine cannot be taught without the technical skills of an

artist accurately portraying the vasculature, skeleton, musculature, etc in medicinal textbooks. 

The thesis will be presented a literature review with supportive visual components based on my 

findings, as I explore works of art through museums, textbooks, online learning tools, and 

academic journals.
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II. Introduction

Art has been widely practiced, studied, and interpreted since our prehistoric ancestors 

more than 40 thousand years ago. Medicine, on the other hand, is a more modern convention 

dating back an estimated 3600 years (Britannica, 2016). Both practices however have been 

evolving since their provenance and have changed in conceptual design and actual practice. 

Visual arts lack depth and volume when the human form is captured without knowledge of basic 

anatomy, and the best artists devote their time and practice to understanding the very muscles, 

bones, and ligaments that allow the body to move and contort, as a volumetric figure would on 

canvas. In this historical analysis of the some of the most recognized movements and artworks to

become renowned as knowledge of medicine began to expand, I argue that anatomy and science 

itself has shaped the understanding of the human form from antiquity to enlightenment, and even

beyond. As artists began to understand the body and its structural form, their scientific 

discoveries were disseminated throughout their artwork, combining intellectualism with 

creativity.

III. Hellenism

The Hellenistic period does, in many ways, much to disprove the point that knowledge of

medicine and anatomy is required in order to achieve perfect form from the very start. The 

period widely recognized as spanning between the death of Alexander the great in 323 BC and 

the rise of the Roman Empire in 30 BC was well before the development of modern anatomy as 

we know it. Widely based on exterior physical examination, anatomical knowledge was limited 

and dissections were primarily done on animals rather than humans – though soldiers were 

trained on the most vulnerable parts of the body in order to be most efficient in killing in battle 

(Cartwright 2018). In Egypt and in the East, the study of anatomy had begun as early as 1600 
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BC, but modern medicine as we know it dates back to the Greeks. In Greece, scholars like 

Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Galen were at the forefront of medical discovery in the 5th century 

BC, and Hippocrates became credited with the application of the four humors theory to medicine

upon the publishing of On the Nature of Man, a text from the Hippocratic Corpus ca. 410-400 

BC (Jouanna & Allies, 2012). The humoral theory, or humourism, is now disproven, but was the 

accepted explanation of the four vital fluids that comprised the human body and when 

imbalanced, led to illness and disease. The theory was the foundation for eastern and western 

medicine until well into the 16th century AD, and even influenced medical practices through the 

18th century. How then, could some of the greatest and most profound works come from this time

period where illness was thought to be ruled by the seasons?

The period known as Hellenism is recognized as the turning point from archaic to 

classical art and thought. Mathematics and philosophy ruled as the commanding forces of 

scholastic learning and guided the principles that led to an evolution in proportions and 

humanism in artwork. The “archaic grins” of preceding sculptures (see fig. 1) were abandoned 

and figures adopted less posed and unnatural configurations. Sculpture was the defining medium 

of the era, with the ever-distinct “classical nude” streaking its way across the western world. 

Naturalism became the standard theme of works that artists attempted to capture, aimed at 

accuracy, volumetric detail, and with “clinical accuracy and frankness the details of life” 

(Dictionary). Sculpture became more corporeal and accurately captured how the human body 

contorts and flexes and sways rather than unnaturally erect. Stagnant figures adopted 

contrapposto, an asymmetrical arrangement wherein the weight of the figure was displaced and 

located to one foot, while the rest of the body twists away from the axial plane in balance, 

famously represented by the Venus de Milo (fig. 2). To achieve this, rather than study anatomy or
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dissected cadavers, artists would hire models to stand and pose while the sculptor carved away at

marble. Imperfections in the human physique became acceptable, and figures strayed away from 

the rigid and posed manner of archaic statuettes, even sometimes shown in defeat (see fig. 3, 4). 

Mosaics were also a very common medium, also often showing human nature and emotion that 

would not have been conveyed earlier. Broader subjects and scenes were adopted, displaying 

sleep, old age, suffering, and including domestic scenes, animals, women, and children. The very

detailed Alexander Mosaic employs radical foreshortening to add to the effect of naturalism, and 

mass and volumetric proportions are conveyed through shading of the figures (fig. 5). Though 

medicinal knowledge was limited, the Greeks and Romans certainly knew their physical 

properties and could accurately convey them in sculpture, employing a “naturalistic mode of 

representation, which blurs the divide between art and life” (Sorabella  & Masséglia, 2017). 

IV. Middle Ages

Roman art lacked the structure and thought that the Greeks pioneered, so many pieces 

were mere copies or had very diverse approaches as the Roman Empire expanded its way across 

much of the western world until its fall ca. 476 AD (Cartwright, 2017). The Byzantine empire 

rose in its place, during which the time referred to as the Middle Ages flourished for over 800 

years until 1453. The progress in art that was made by achieving naturalism and humanistic 

proportions was abandoned, as Christianity rose to the forefront of society. As one source put it, 

“in the Middle Ages, if you want to make your figure spiritual then you sacrifice its realism” 

(Lumen Learning). Flat plane characteristics became the norm, and volume was abandoned with 

details becoming described by line rather than three-dimensional shading. Artwork began to 

focus on symbolism and religious messages, rather than perfecting the human form, seen in the 

extremely popular theme of the Madonna and Child (see fig. 6). Nudity and hubris were 
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immoral, and most illustrations were unrealistic and often emblematic in nature. This was 

heavily due to the downfall of classical civilization and turn towards ecclesiasticism, but also 

because of the still-limited knowledge of human anatomy. It was not until the advent of human 

dissection that human portraits began to transform back towards a realistic nature. The first 

anatomy textbook based on human dissection was written by Mondino de' Liuzzi (1275-1326), 

who was considered to be the first to dissect, document, and publish his findings in his book 

Anathomia (Rengachary et. al, 2009). The first public dissection was held in January of 1315, 

over a decade before the fall of the Byzantine Empire. The anatomy textbook contained 

publishings from Classical anatomists, and made information about the human abdomen, skull, 

and extremities accessible to scholars and the literate. It was from this point on that a revolution 

of thought and science began to emerge throughout Europe and gave rise to the Renaissance 

(Gurunluoglu et. al, 2013). 

V. Renaissance

The Renaissance, literally meaning rebirth, was a revival of classical ideals and a 

breakaway from the strict rules of the church governing art. Science, medicine, philosophy, and 

mathematics flourished, not to mention art which heralded the masters from Giotto to da Vinci, 

Michelangelo, Raphael, and Donatello. Giorgio Vasari – writer, artist, and art historian – 

considers the portrait of Jesus on the cross by Cimabue as the end of Byzantine art and the 

beginning of the new era, known as the early or Proto-Renaissance (fig. 7). The figure is an early

attempt at humanism, the foremost mode of thought and expression in Renaissance art. 

Humanism, similar to the Greco-Roman naturalism, is characterized by realistic proportions and 

attention to detail and is summarized by the phrase “man is the measure of all things.” 

Humanism displayed human emotion, real space, and realistic representations of human nature 
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and all its flaws. Major artists to come of this transitional era (ca. 1300 – 1400) included Giotto, 

Masaccio, and Donatello. Giotto was pivotal in the blending of the sciences and humanities, as 

demonstrated by his fresco panels in the ca. 1306 Scrovegni Arena Chapel in Padua, namely the 

Lamentation (fig. 8). The Arena Chapel showed themes of forgiveness and redemption by means

of humanism, and in the Lamentation panel, Jesus is depicted after his crucifixion without the 

cross in the frame to demonstrate his humanity and pull away from the theme of punishment. For

one of the first times, true sorrow is shown in Mary’s face as she holds the deceased body of her 

beloved son, and the individuals within the scene have distinguishable faces from each other 

(Khan Academy). The notable turn towards science and medicine is remarkable in the way that 

Mary holds her hands over Christ’s jugular region, interpreted as her checking his pulse. It is 

widely known that Giotto was a scholar and studied the works of Galen, a Greek physician who 

wrote about medical theory in the 1st century AD and notably wrote about blood theory and 

pulses. Galen’s attention to anatomy, early attempts at humanism, and attention to mathematical 

proportions of depth and structure paved the way towards the hallmark era of art, the High 

Renaissance (1490s-1527). 

At the end of the 15th century, the cultural center of Italy and Europe shifted from 

Florence to Rome, where the Pope encouraged art with spiritual themes (History, 2015). Thus, 

emerged Leonardo da Vinci, the “Renaissance Man” of science, literature, philosophy, math, and

art. da Vinci believed that, unlike the Middle Ages where realism was sacrificed for religion, art 

should unite soul and substance. Trained by Andrea del Verocchio, da Vinci wanted to know 

more about the human body and began performing human dissections, and thus applied his 

findings to his artwork so that he could capture how the body was constructed and how it 

conveyed emotion. He conducted somewhere around 30 corpses, and it is contested whether or 
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not he stopped because his anatomist died of the plague or by decree of Pope Leo X banning him

from dissecting cadavers (Jones, 2012).  His At any rate, the High Renaissance masters were 

remarkable at capturing the human form, and other famed artists conducted studies of their own, 

with Michelangelo dissecting cadavers as early as age seventeen to study and draft the human 

form and the concatenation of the structures within. His studies were so thorough and his drafts 

so attentive that one of his pupils described his work as a “mastery in anatomy that is not 

matched by other painters” (Pearce, 2019). Sources suggest that renaissance artists knew more of

the human body and its anatomy as practice for their work than much of the scholars in 

universities at the time, and écorchés were also popular sketches, displaying peeled or ripped 

away muscle simply as a form of artistic expression over education (Bambach, 2002). To their 

enormous credit, the artists of the Early and High Italian Renaissance paved the way towards our

conception of the human body and anatomy as we know it, and the artwork to come of the period

was something vastly unique and extraordinary. 

VI. Mannerism

Just a blip on the timeline, Mannerism is a period that took a turn away from the 

humanism and realistic proportions championed in the renaissance, and instead is known for its 

odd human characteristics and absurd representation of the human form. The most well-known 

artist of this era between the 1530s to the 1590s is Giuseppe Arcimboldo – an Italian painter 

recognized for his portraits where human features were represented with fruits and vegetables. 

Pieces from the mannerism period were characterized by exaggeration, and more focused on 

expression rather than centering around religion or the real world. Anatomy was abandoned in 

search for giving new meaning to art, and the absurd became the norm. Human figures often had 

anatomically incorrect elongated features, seen in the well-circulated Madonna of the Long Neck 
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by Parmigianino (fig. 9). Summarized by a Spanish Renaissance painter El Greco, artists from 

this time “must study the Masters, but guard the original style that beats within your soul and put

to sword those who would try to steal it” (Chrysopoulos, 2019). In a way, this style approached 

many of the same components of surrealism centuries before the actual movement came about 

with influence from Dada in the 1900s. Though artists had an understanding of anatomy, they 

perverted it to achieve their own style of artistic expression. 

VII. Baroque

Lastly, in the study of the blending between humanities and the sciences, the Baroque 

brought realistic and religious imagery back into the public eye and refined techniques to capture

light on realistic figure planes and movement. The awe-striking period between 1590 and 1714 

produced notable illustrators including Caravaggio, Rembrandt, Bernini, and Peter Paul Reubens 

(Richman-Adbou, 2018). Science and anatomy were taught to artists with the implementation of 

the French Royal Academy of the Arts, the skill and technique of these artists was remarkable. 

The Academy employed conservative teaching methods, where students were only allowed to 

begin painting after years of drawing as well as geometry and human anatomy, which was 

unseen in any other academy. Founded in 1648, the French Academy was the premier institution 

of fine art in France, and its students were taught how to master styles of the artists before them. 

This in turn meant that many of the works were almost too similar and artificial in nature, though

these students were unique in their knowledge of proportions and anatomy (Visual Arts Cork). 

The Florentine painter Caravaggio, conversely, was not formally trained in an academy or 

educated but obtained worldly renown as one of the most influential artists of the Baroque. He 

was popular for his technique of tenebrism, where he used shadow and light to emphasize figures

and set tone in his artwork (see fig. 10). Rembrandt was another artist who employed a similar 
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technique of light-banding, but he is well known for taking up the very popular theme of 

Anatomy Lessons that could be found in paintings throughout the Netherlands in the 17th 

century. These works were status symbols for the educated, displaying scholars gathered around 

an anatomist demonstrating his dissection of a cadaver. The most renowned portrait of this type 

is Rembrandt van Rijn’s The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp, wherein the famed anatomist

is displaying the arteries and muscles within the forearm of a cadaver (fig. 11). The paintings not

only took skill and knowledge to accurately convey the cadavers and their displayed organs or 

structures, but also shared this knowledge with purveyors and commissioners who would not 

attend the grim form of entertainment themselves, and are testaments to achievements of the 

study of the human body (Pearce, 2020). 

VIII. Conclusion

In conclusion, art and anatomy have been closely intertwined for centuries, often relying 

one on the other in numerous ways. In a letter to Cardinal Ridolfo Pio of Carpi, Michelangelo 

stated: “who has not been, or is not a good master of the figure, and especially of anatomy, 

cannot understand it” (Pearce, 2019). Though contemporary art and many of the movements that 

follow the portions highlighted in this review stray from the need for anatomical understanding, 

the nature of the foundations of art as a captivating form that shaped the ages heavily relied on 

naturalism and humanistic proportions, where the artist himself becomes the scholar. The 

relationship between the two studies is complex and diverse, and the understanding of the human

form is fundamentally important to the practice of realistic illustrations and sculptures. 
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X. Appendix A: Figures

Fig. 1. Archaic smile, detail of a kouros (statue of a young man). (Tenea, Greece), ca. 575–550 
BC; in the Antikensammlung, Munich. https://www.britannica.com/art/Archaic-smile

Fig. 2. Venus de Milo, Alexandros of Antioch (Cyclades, Greece) ca. 130-100 BC; in the Louvre 
Museum, Paris. https://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/aphrodite-known-venus-de-milo
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Fig. 3. Dying Gaul. (Pergamon), ca. 230-220 BC; in the Capitoline Museums, Rome. 
https://museum.classics.cam.ac.uk/collections/casts/dying-gaul

Fig. 4. Barberini Faun. (Rome), ca. 220 BC; in the Glyptothek, Munich. 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=7777

Fig. 5. Alexander Mosaic. (Pompeii), ca. 100 BC; in the National Archaeological Museum, 
Naples. 
https://sites.google.com/site/adairarthistory/ii-ancient-mediterranean/40-alexander-mosaic-from-
the-house-of-the-faun-pompeii
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Fig. 6. Madonna and Child, Duccio. ca. 1290-1300; in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York City. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/438754

Fig. 7. Crucifix at Santa Croce, Cimabue. (Florence), ca. 1287-1288; in the Basilica di Santa 
Croce, Florence. https://www.alamy.com/cimabue-crucifix-image260370963.html
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Fig. 8. Lamentation, Giotto di Bondone. (Padua), ca. 1305; in the Scrovegni Chapel, Padua. 
https://www.wga.hu/html_m/g/giotto/padova/3christ/chris20.html

Fig. 9. The Madonna with the Long Neck, Parmigianino. (Parma), ca. 1535-1540; in the Uffizi, 
Florence. https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/renaissance-reformation/high-ren-florence-
rome/pontormo/v/parmigianino-madonna-of-the-long-neck-1530-33
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Fig. 10. Judith Beheding Holofernes, Caravaggio. ca. 1598-1602; in the Galleria Nazionale 
d'Arte Antica at Palazzo Barberini, Rome. https://www.biography.com/artist/caravaggio

Fig. 11. The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp, Rembrandt van Rijn. 1632; in the 
Mauritshuis museum in The Hague, the Netherlands. 
https://www.rembrandthuis.nl/meet-rembrandt/rembrandt-the-artist/most-important-work/the-
anatomy-lesson-of-dr-nicolaes-tulp/?lang=en
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